


The Removal of Connotations
for a working foundation

(A hypothesis in right action)

Foundation

Depiction of nature

Why Uneducated?
So Everything falls into place

Provincial Monarch’s Bench

Builds bridges
for matters of law
while seeking to

provide the
equity required
for releasing

the legal
binds on our Calgary

Equity Equality

Us
Compassion

The Wrong-doer
Confession & Restitution

The Wronged
...

Witnessing Service

Great experience in
working, living and
speaking with a wide range of Calgarians

Son of Calgary:  I am raised by people. 

Nurture

Focused study, observation and trial
with various mechanisms of our

societal structure.
Expertise is rooted in group vs individual

behavioural dynamics

Discipline

Entities
Not for sale

•Creative outlet for personal well-being
and growth.
•Keep the skills you’ve learned as an
adult while becoming who you’ve always
been.
•Events, games and activities for social
choice, cohesion & comfort.

Open to Business
•Everything offered is an effort to learn
the way for you or your group,
organization, company, corporation, etc.
•Attract business instead of competing
for it.
•Increase your comfort zones instead of
containing them.
•Find increase through simplicity.
•Be willing to unlearn, so that you can
unleash the potential in your profession.

Find your way today

Description Bridges



Free Advice:  Read this only in your head and you will be confused.  Read it out loud and you will begin to 
understand.  Read it slowly and read it fast. Play with the words through tools of cadence, flow, tone and volume 
so that truth will speak to your heart.  Share it and find the bridge of wisdom. Connect your thoughts with your 
heart and feel mindfulness.  

To the city of Calgary and the people who live here, 

There is no name currently, for the role I am seeking in this city.  Although I am building it based on a 
lifetime of experience with this city.  Due to being a person who has far more freely-intimate discussions 
with people in this city than the average person.  And I am certain that people in this city will vouch for 
both my trusting and trustworthy nature.  As at this point, my odd musings are not odd to many people. 
Of course, not everybody agrees with me and some people don’t even like me.  However honest feedback 
is necessary for communication with our city’s collective mindset.  

There are many people in Calgary who understand the value and vulnerabilities of real communication 
and dialogue.  Although some people who read this may struggle to sense even one of the layers of 
implication in these words.  Many will be stirred by truth and while I do not wish for anyone to fear, I 
cannot control when the breakthrough comes for individuals.  Whether it be now or later it is already 
happening and won’t go unnoticed: 

The world is preparing to break from ignorance, in ways that will be hard for Calgarians to follow as 
we’ve categorized so many elements of the same one reality, into compartments of the mind.  For a while 
now, this has had us competing and not cooperating, unfortunately towards our own demise.  

I make no claim against the system or government (nor against any other group or individual), other than 
to say that the direction we work towards is severely hurting our city and its people.  
Although this does happen all over our nation and world, I can only speak of where I have always lived.  I 
can say we have been headed in this direction since at least 1985, based on the most publicly available 
calendar in these lands.  Likely though the trend started some time before that date. 

It is said that there can be too much of a good thing and this sentiment is exactly why power and authority 
become corrosive.  Despite individual beliefs. Group maintenance upon society is necessary for ensuring 
stability, even without bringing in any sense of morality, as that is highly subjective when residing in a 
city of great diversity.  And when the focus becomes what is happening elsewhere, the extremes of 
society get overlooked, within our proverbial backyard. 
Thus we begin labeling other people, who are neighbors as enemies without remembering that 
government itself is an extreme control upon society.  The corrosion of power begins when the 
government feels as though it is separate from the people and that feeling has been here for a long time 
now. 

Yet, Government is more of a repeating pattern than it is a tangible institution. Governments that go 
heavily capitalist and competitive, without proper protection and maintenance from the people, will 
always flip into a very controlled operation.  This is a, happening, in an effort to get back to an 
equilibrium and can easily work in the opposite way as well.  The reason why, we are headed in this 



direction for Calgary. Is largely, in part to this moment in which the books of equity are so off balance 
that we have no room to seek justice at the scales of equality.  This argument is for the law society of 
Alberta, to make on behalf of the people as we work to unwind a contracted mindset that has been twisted 
in various directions over the years.  However, regardless of the culprits, it is the people who must accept 
blame even if their individual decisions were the most upright and helpful to society.  We all must pay 
attention if we wish to have options and not be forced into a submission through slow transmission, 
towards a lifestyle which no one wishes to discuss. 

Our collective consumer behaviours and willful ignorance of how colonial powers, both old and new, 
have shackled our city with legal schemes and terminology.  Tools of soft-power and subtle-force, which 
just so happen to find a way to many of us in our formative years.  Whether they be cleverly designed or a 
mishap of social mechanisms, is not determinable at this point.  Yet, how these manifest upon our psyche 
is evident to clear minds.  Many of us are unable to see the control on ourselves and deny it because we 
can see it in our neighbours. Thus it feels as though it can’t be us that is touched by naivety. As a city, 
Calgary allowed its people to be trained into following orders, even though they began to limit not just 
human compassion but also our own future individual rights and freedoms.  As many were taught, that 
enjoying future earnings now was a good idea, to the point of habitual overuse. 

I will not be colourful and use terms like indentured or slavery (that is too solemn and derogatory, as we 
all know historical plights, as well as the current ones in the third world).  However, we as a people are 
slowly walking a mental path that leads to the demise of our liberties as we’ve known them.  Without 
those, people here won’t be able to help the world or the country, if we can’t help ourselves. 

I offer no blame for anyone other than what I accept myself.  As it is hard in a city that has been taught for 
a long time, to focus on the specific and not the whole; It is hard to decipher between such a wide-ranging 
spectrum of people.  People who may be anything from ignorantly misleading to earnestly creating tidal 
waves of misinformation for the purpose of confusion among various subsets of our population.  To what 
ends, only those individuals may know.  Yet many are likely, also touched with the same confusion, even 
whilst sitting in the midst of endless data.  Acting in shared interest, while thinking in self-interest, 
seemingly at the helms of local companies while being steered by those at the command of behemoths of 
industries. 

Be of good cheer though!  As there is sense to hope, reason for joy, or any other word you may 
associate with good news.  There are good people here, who strive everyday to make Calgary just a 
little better.  What I know is that we stand a better chance if good people who live here can connect 
with one another and learn to trust and listen to one another.  Not based on individual or limited 
group beliefs, but who are comfortable connecting for the sake of true common-interest. 

Natural principles work in any city, it just so happens that we are in Calgary, so we must focus on our 
backyards, our communities and our people.  Regardless of anything other than physical locality.  As that 
is something that matters in reality.  I know that if people can support a new mental path, for our 
collective mindset that we can begin creating opportunity and stability in our city.   Without looking for 
large handouts from institutions who will force us into even more contracted positions.  If we can work 



together and focus just 10% - 20% (figuratively used) more of what we currently are on improving the 
city. 

Through mediation, public discourse and the willingness to find ways for providing more value than we 
take in; we can have a city that creates its own demand instead of following the demands of people who 
do not live in our lands.  As they are looking to put controls and squeezes on our supply and ultimately 
our people. 

This is why I am offering to create a public trust for Calgary.  This is the right moment to begin asking for 
support and listening to all the people of Calgary, who come forward.  To those in the legal societies and 
those in others.  To the ones who are hidden and the ones that don’t even know there are hidden ones. 
There are still people of this land here.  Born and raised, who are not bothered, that people from other 
lands come here for a better life.  However, we do see the gouging of not just property rights but people 
rights.  We understand the mechanisms of constitution. We have watched as a charter attempted to 
convert freedoms into rights and created a bill of perpetuity upon this land.  The benefit of control is seen 
in the advancement of technology.  We are now going to ease the pressure, for the sake of psychology 
(your word not mine).  As rest, reflection and connection in a city so highly educated as ours.  Will lead 
to the creativity needed for us to put value back into our currency, which has been driven down 
consistently over the past 100 years.  

The problem is not the people.  The problem is that it has been hidden from the people for far too long. 
Trust us, trust the people of Calgary and just watch us.  See how much your return is.  It will happen 
whether the powers that be allow it or not, as it has already begun.  The beauty of Calgary is we are happy 
to provide actual western hospitality.  As it is our nature as tree people (and good cowboys) to provide 
more than we take.  This can only be done through freedom, this is your word for creative force, not mine. 
Yet, the path is clear and a public trust, again your words not mine, is undeniably necessary for leading a 
course to a better way for all.  

Many in this city need respite from harm and unfortunately our current legal system, due to its 
inequity, is unable to provide justice. This has cramped our halls of justice and put such a strain on our 
city, that debts of fiction control the minds of the people.  There is an argument for cruel and unusual at 
many levels.  Yet, unlike the mindless I intend to work with the courts and the people.  Not against.  As a 
healer through mediation, I will lead wherever the people allow.  As a healer through training, I will 
provide many ways for others to work not for jobs or occupation but for stability and security.   Directed 
towards themselves, their communities and the city as a whole.  As a healer through art, I will share my 
creative outlet as it is right with nature to do so.  And as a healer through philosophy, I will challenge the 
status quo, mend the middle of controversies and build bridges within our collective consciousness for the 
people of the city.   As it will not be I, but Us that restores this city to the path of glory it was on, before 
our tower was overshadowed.  

Through fasting of the heart, dedication to my people and the support they will provide me.  I will lead 
through the symbolism which has us working for the interests of others and against our own.  I do so now 
declare that I will continue to use the name that Calgary knows me by while in Calgary and when 
speaking with my friends and neighbours.  I do also swear that when it is right, knowing that I live on 



support and skill rather than the normal supply of accrued resources in this city; I will administer the fees 
and prescribed legal work necessary in re-aligning all the twists of legality, which I affectionately refer to 
as applications in Caesar's world. 
At this time, I cannot swear any oaths other than to my people, as it is not right to swear allegiance 
to any sovereign, institution or higher power at a time that is so clearly deceptive. 
As the minds of the people in this land are utterly confused towards one another.  

Thus I invoke my freedom and hereby declare that my legal name, known to the government and 
institutions or all those not considered my friends outside of Calgary.  Is now a stylized mononym: 

LIVE AUTHENTICALLY 

For all those who know me and don’t understand this message.  There are those in this land who do. 
Some will be pleased and some will be angered due to loss of control. 

The latter, think they understand but they don’t.  For they don’t know me as my friends do.  Like with 
the rest of us, they only know our thoughts. 

They do not know our hearts and thus cannot know our minds.  I am the same now as I have been. 
Just all grown up. 

Compassion and Wisdom are my tools.  Art & Philosophy are my trades. 
Suffering and isolation were the currencies I paid with. 

Many of you came here for the promises of security, liberty and safety.  These were not false promises. 
Still, our path is not yet unwound.  What you are witnessing here is a restoration of truth, 

which will usher equality and equity back into our lands.  I will be here in the face of what is to come 
and I know you will support me, when the realization comes to you. 

I truly am a son of this city and there are many others like me, whether born here or semi-raised. 
I can’t speak for all individuals but there are good men, women and families here.  With Good Hearts. 

And we are open to sharing with all other Good People. 
I myself was raised to be courteous with people and have long been considered a brother of sorts to 

many who consider me their friend.  This is not just a fun play on names. 

I love you Calgary.  It is time to make a real story and share in a culture of goodness. 



Support Neighbours
(Calgarians)

Protect all the Children
(and vulnerable)

Stop supporting
interest against

Calgary

Racism
Environmentalism

Sexism

Gender-ism

Ageism

Class-ism

Religion-ism

Monetary battles

When these are priorities in the
Collective Mindset of our people

All of these social
items will become
social discussions

and not social issues

For everyone still
confused on legal vs

law.

You will all be 
witnesses to 

the power of what
good people can

do while protecting their
homeland.

Regardless of any other
identi�cation or justi�cation.

Other conceptions necessary for completing this work

THOUGHT WORK

MENTAL - WORK
Very different from thought work

HEALERS WATCHERS



Not the Final Page
This is a living story for the people of Calgary to use in

accordance with true goodness.
This is always the way to build true public trust.  While

I hold the template for what I do. Our people and our institutions are welcomed to
write their pages into the narrative that restores our city.

I do not force change.  As that is not true change. I must observe and continually
discern as I bring natural change.

The wrong person and the right tools will experience change just as the right person will
experience change.  

It is right to do good. That is why the direction is clear.

Those who march in goodness, who live in goodness and
who desire goodness.  Will find goodness. The difficulty of course is our own attitude(s):

Find your breath and you will find your way.
If you find me, it is because you have stayed.

The road will twist and it will turn,
use your skills for fun, to earn a true learn

The way is nameless as compassion should be.
The bad people of course, are good people’s responsibilit-y.

In this way you will see that the answer has always been.
Increase by saving the vulnerable and all the children.

Go forth good people and cast no shame.
It may not be yours, but we must share in the blame.

If you wish to undue this unrighteous game.
Just LIVE AUTHENTICALLY and save your own name.

Thank you for raising me Calgary.  It has been wonderful, often strenuous but true growth
comes through adversity.  Let us seek to take care of the people around us.  Whether they moved here

or not.  This is a great place to live, if we can keep it.
The current table for supporting the public trust has been created as of 5:27pm of February 19, 2021

of the Gregorian Calendar.  It is scheduled for release to the public beginning
at 9:21pm on February 21, 2021.

Otherwise known as 21:21:02:21:20:21
A.K.A The Great Reset.  A.K.A Lock-code: 7  (Cheat-code for World 9 is available 2, 11, or 20 seconds later and reoccurs in perpuitiy for any who can follow that formula.)

This fulfills the demands of Caesar and any subsidiaries or cohorts.  At the moment of their choosing my
people are free to join me outside of this time.  As it is appropriate at any time to step into the now and 

always will be.



How to Support the Cultivation of the Public Trust Growth

Websites
Ageofartifacts.com

Tours of Calgary

Artist Auditions

uneducatedphilosophy.com

Discussion

Path to friendship

For Strangers

For Attendance

For Volunteer

Working with Uneducated Philosophy

Volunteer to redeem

For Private Sector: Companies, Small Business, 
Employees, Entrepreneurs etc.

For Public Sector and Government

Offering
art display

Comparative local business tour

Supporting Businesses

 philosophy • opportunity
Thought-work

Supporting cafes

Events + Trust + Understanding = Friendship

Where/What

For Volunteer

Hire For

Wherever skills fit

Where/What

Training Courses: S, M, E, New Level
Non-personal mediation.

Open Discourse to resolve “ism” issues

Open Discourse to resolve “ism” issues
Non-personal mediation.

Path to Support
Monetary pledge of support

Once we free the companies from 
twisted marketing arrangements 
we will need categorical skills for 

opportunity to grow.

We discuss what we observe,
you decide if it’s worth your time to

help your choice, specifically.

Bring me in.  Try it out.
Help me help your

business

ask your questions or tell
me your desires while supporting

a local business

Keep the peace for
our families and

communities

How it goes

For Volunteer

Fee Prescriptions

If we are restoring the economy than we must
plan for some sort of remedy for volunteering

your time.  While appreciated, group plans at least
need to be discussed for the future.

In order to re-align work energy in the city.    

How it goes

Set-up Fee
Administrative charges for re-orders

Fee timeline to be negotiated.
Charges and amounts decided with budgetary

and social impact considerations of both parties

Due to the nature of this foundation and it’s need for discretion while remaining public, the process is only fully 
described through discussion.   As t is right to highlight the room for change in a world with that as its constant.  The 
seriousness of this undertaking and its need for brevity and lightheartedness on more than occasion, points
to a pragmatic approach in ascertaining trust.  To find out more, we will need to plan a discussion.  The key is that  no 
judgment can be formed based upon curiosity alone.  That is the only purpose for the eloquent wording, protection of 
the vulnerable.  Below is information we will share, as public interest is our subject matter. 

Witnessing Service Wrong-doers The Wronged

All Proceeds will go to creating NEW, health, wellness and restorative centers in the city. These must remain separate from deceptive ties
to our city.  Professionals, Experts and many other people living here will be consulted and may even find meaningful work here.

Formal Applications will need to go through the supporting courts, banks and other institutions created for legal purposes. 
In order to ensure the security and liberty of our people we must end the written description here.

Step 1: Listen Step 2:  Confession + Step 3:  Restitution = Hope .......
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